
WILDLIFE IBERIAN TOUR 
VIAJE FOTOGRÁFICO POR ESPAÑA

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Throughout the week, we will travel across Spanish landscapes to reach hides in the best 
locations, providing the best chances to photograph up close the most emblematic spe-
cies of Iberian wildlife, including: 

WITH 

DATES
January 18-25, 2025

Group of 6 people max

 2.400 euros

Iberian lynx
Golden eagle

Imperial eagle
Griffon vulture

Black vulture
Marsh harrier

Red kite
Black kite

Common buzzard

PHOTOGRAPHIC JOURNEY THROUGH SPAIN  + WORKSHOP



WILDLIFE IBERIAN TOUR 
*Obviously, since these are wild animals in their natural habitat, their appearance may be influen-
ced by external factors.

At the end of the trip, we will hold a photographic editing workshop with Alexandra Surkova to get 
the most out of the obtained images and take the photos of our trip to a new aesthetic dimension.



TRIP 
ITINERARY

DAY 1 
(January 18)

Arrival in madrid in the evening.
Night in Madrid.

DAY 2 
(January 19)

DAY 3
(January 20)

DAY 4 
(January 21)

DAY 5
(January 22)

Morning session of raptors. Rest.

Ttransfer to the hide of golden eagles and scavengers. 
raptor hide (or hidrohide depending on weather condi-

tions) in the afternoon. Transfer to lynx area.

FULL-DAY IBERIAN LYNX SESSION. A very intense day in the hide 
to see an Iberian lynx, one of the most threatened feline on the 

planet.
We will stay all day in individual hides. Since it is a very elusive 

animal, one must be prepared for a long wait.

FULL-DAY IBERIAN LYNX SESSION. A very intense day in the hide to 
see an Iberian lynx, one of the most threatened feline on the planet.

We will stay all day in individual hides. Since it is a very elusive animal, 
one must be prepared for a long wait.



DAY 6 
(January 23)

 FULL-DAY IBERIAN LYNX SESSION. A very intense day in the hide to see an 
Iberian lynx, one of the most threatened feline on the planet.

We will stay all day in individual hides. Since it is a very elusive animal, one must 
be prepared for a long wait.

DAY 7 
(January 24)

Morning session of scavengers. Wor-
kshop with Alexandra Surkova.

DAY 8 
(January 25)   Return to Madrid airport.

GUIDES

ALEXANDRA 
SURKOVA 
Professional wildlife photographer, winner of 
several prestigious international contests. Her 
photos have been featured in multiple interna-
tional exhibitions and have been published in 
renowned magazines and newspapers. She 
offers unique adventures through exclusive 
photographic trips and shares her experience 
through individual lessons and specialized 
editing workshops.



LUCA 
GERMINI

Music producer, sound tech-
nician, and wildlife videogra-
pher. An animal lover and 
passionate about everything 
related to the audiovisual 
world, from both an artistic 

and technical perspective.

INCLUDED IN THE PRICE

01 02 03

04 05 06

07 08 09

6 full days of Iberian 
wildlife photography 
from the best hides

3 full-day sessions of 
Iberian lynx photogra-
phy

4 half-day sessions of 
raptor photography

Editing workshop 
with Alexandra 
Surkova

Accommodation in 
single rooms at 
top-rated hotels

Breakfast

Transfers from 
arrival to departu-
re

Photography and 
video guidance 
from Alexandra 
Surkova and Luca 
Germini

Spanish taxes 



NOT INCLUDED

01 02 03
All meals/drinks 
except breakfast

International flights Insurance

OPTIONAL

Through our agency, it is possible to book plane tickets and night in 
Madrid after the tour. 

 

*



Booking fee 40% - 960 euros
Payment shall be made by bank transfer. 
The following information must be indicated in the CONCEPT section of the form: 

Full name + GR 27/24 
to the account of:

PHOTOHIMAL ACTIVITIES S.L. Bank BBVA

IBAN: ES48 0182 1270 9802 0163 5339

SWIFT: BBVAESMMXXX

Transfer expenses are borne by the client.

Once the payment is made, send the receipt to info@alexandrasurkova.com

BOOKING 
CONDITIONS

GENERAL 
RECOMMENDATIONS:

Camera with lenses from 200mm to 600mm (optimal focal length 400mm) and a 
tripod.

The batteries enough for up to 12 hours in the hide.

Dark or camouflaged clothing.

Lens coat.

Very warm clothing, polar fleece. Temperature in January can be below zero.

Earphones to stay entertained during a long wait for the Iberian lynx.

Mosquito repellent is recommended.



In case of cancellation between 60 days and 30 days before the arrival date, 
50% of the payment will be charged.

In case of cancellation between 30 and 15 days before the arrival date, 75% of 
the payment will be charged.

In case of cancellation 15 days and less before the trip or NO-SHOW, 100% of the 
payment will be charged.

 

CANCELLATION 
CONDITIONS

THANK YOU FOR YOUR INTEREST

Tourism license: CIC AV 39105


